ABOUT US
Our vision: We will become the most agile and nimble
infrastructure bank in Europe. We help creating a better
world by enabling sustainable infrastructure that improves
the quality of people’s lives.

Always first: We are always first when it comes to delivering
outstanding results with speed and precision. We never stand
still. We take “always first” as an obligation to get better
every day.

LOOKING FOR A NEW
CHALLENGE?

In this entrepreneurial growth environment, Kommunalkredit is looking to expand its product, structuring and syndication
& placement teams in Vienna and Frankfurt. It offers ample space for creativity, self-initiative and personal development.
Join our team Corporate Development, as

M&A Intern (3 - 6 months) – with option of permanent employment
What we offer
▪

You will benefit from
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

What we expect

on-the-job training provided by internal experts
company and team events, management briefings
valuable insights in the project infrastructure business
an international working environment

You will put your knowledge into practice as part of the
bank’s core team of Corporate Development by
▪
conceptualising product innovations as well as
geographical expansions
▪
cross-functional cooperation with front office divisions
▪
developing ideas, being part of project / deal teams
depending on your individual background
▪
getting M&A insights (due diligence, deal structuring,
asset and corporate valuation)

▪

You’re being supported in your studies through
▪
flexible working hours
▪
a potential collaboration in the context of your thesis

▪
▪

You will experience growth
A competitive compensation of EUR 1,920 gross

APPLY with motivation letter + CV
newchallenge@kommunalkredit.at
Kommunalkredit Austria AG | Tuerkenstraße 9 | 1090 Vienna | www.kommunalkredit.at

▪

You are in a bachelor’s or master’s degree
program with business/economic background

▪

First experiences through internships in M&A /
Finance / Advisory in finance industry

▪

Your friends and colleagues would describe you
as a focused, pro-active person, tackling things

▪

Superior analytical aptitude and creative
problem-solving abilities

▪

You are looking for a job in a dynamic
organisation, where you can grow and learn

▪

Affinity to IT and strong Excel skills

